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PROCESSES IN CONDENSED INERT GASES INVOLVINGEXCESS ELECTRONSE. B. Gordon a, B. M. Smirnov b*aInstitute of Problems of Chemial Physis Russian Aademy of Sienes142432, Chernogolovka, Mosow Region, RussiabInstitute for High Temperatures Russian Aademy of Sienes127412, Mosow, RussiaSubmitted 17 Deember 2003Drift of an exess eletron in dense and ondensed inert gases in external eletri �eld and exitation of atomsby eletron impat in these systems are analyzed. The e�etive potential energy surfae for an exess eletronat a given eletri �eld strength onsists of wells and hills, and the ations of neighboring atoms are thereforeseparated by saddles of the potential energy. At the atomi densities suh that the di�erene of interation po-tentials for an exess eletron between neighboring wells and hills of the potential energy surfae beomes small,the eletron mobility is large. This is realized for heavy inert gases (Ar, Kr, Xe) with a negative sattering lengthof the eletron on individual atoms. In these ases, the average potential energy of the eletron interationwith atoms orresponds to attration at low atomi densities and to repulsion at high densities. The transitionfrom attration to repulsion at moderate atomi densities leads to the maximum of the eletron mobility. A gasmodel for the eletron drift in ondensed inert gases is onstruted on the basis of this harater of interation.Due to high eletron mobility, ondensed inert gases provide high e�ieny of transformation of the eletri�eld energy into the energy of emitting photons through drifting eletrons. It is shown that although the role offormation of autodetahing states in the ourse of the eletron drift is more important for ondensed inert gasesthan for rare gases, this e�et ats weakly on exiton prodution at optimal atomi densities. The parametersof a self-maintained eletri disharge in ondensed inert gases as a soure of ultraviolet radiation are disussedfrom the standpoint of eletron drift proesses.PACS: 34.80.-i, 52.80.Wq, 52.80.Yr, 79.20.Kz1. INTRODUCTIONThe mobility K and drift veloity w of a free ele-tron in gases is inversely proportional to the num-ber density N of atoms, i.e., the quantities KN andwN in a gas are independent of its density. At highdensities, this law is violated beause of two reasons.First, eletron sattering proeeds simultaneously onseveral atoms, and seond, the interation betweenatoms hanges the atomi system, whih a�ets theharater of the eletron interation in this system. Forinert gases, where atoms onserve their individuality ina ondensed system, the behavior of an exess eletroninjeted in a ondensed gas is di�erent depending onits sort. In light inert gases, He and Ne, an exess ele-tron ompels to displae the surrounding atoms. Thisstruture hange moves together with the eletron, and*E-mail: smirnov�or.ru, smirnov�oivtran.iitp.ru

therefore the eletron e�etive mass is of the order ofthe atomi mass, and hene the redued eletron mo-bility KN in these ondensed gases (He and Ne) isessentially lower than in gases.As follows from experiments [1�15℄, di�erent behav-ior of the redued eletron mobility ours in heavy in-ert gases, Ar, Kr, and Xe. The eletron e�etive massin ondensed heavy inert gases is of the order of thefree eletron mass, and as the atomi number densityinreases, the redued mobility has a tendeny to de-rease; it experienes a sharp jump in a narrow rangeof the atomi number densities (see Fig. 1 for the aseof xenon [7, 11℄). Table 1 [16℄ demonstrates this behav-ior of the mobility of the exess eletron. In Table 1,Kgas is the eletron zero-�eld mobility in gases at roomtemperature, Ktr is the eletron zero-�eld mobility atthe triple point, and Kmax is the maximum eletronzero-�eld mobility for the liquid state. This table also1058



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 125, âûï. 5, 2004 Proesses in ondensed inert gases : : :Table 1. Parameters of drift of an exess eletron in rare gasesAr Kr XeTmax, K 155 170 223Nmax, 1022 m�3 1.2 1.4 1.2KmaxNmax, 1024(m � V � s)�1 [14℄ 22 64 72Ttr, K 85 117 163Nliq , 1022 m�3 2.1 1.8 1.4KtrNliq , 1024(m � V � s)�1 [1�6; 8; 10; 14℄ 10� 1 29� 5 28� 10V0, V [9; 12; 13; 15℄ �0:3 �0:5 �0:8KgasN , 1023(m � V � s)�1 [16℄ 12 0.62 0.17
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Fig. 1. The dependene of the redued eletron mo-bility in xenon on the density of atoms aording toexperiments [7, 11℄ontains the temperatures Tmax of the maximum ele-tron mobility and the triple point temperatures Ttr andthe number densities of atoms Nmax, Nliq orrespond-ing to these temperatures. We note that the di�ereneof the eletron mobilities for the solid and liquid inertgases is not signi�ant, i.e., high mobility of an exess

eletron annot be explained by the order distributionof atoms. The quantity V0 in Table 1 is the di�ereneof the eletri potentials ating on the eletron if it isloated inside and outside a ondensed inert gas. Itis energetially pro�table for an exess eletron to beloated inside the inert gas, and the minimum of V0orresponds to the atomi number densities that arerelated to the maximum of the eletron mobility. Inaddition, high mobility of an exess eletron is observedonly in a narrow range of atomi number densities, tobe onsidered below. As follows from the data in Ta-ble 1, the maximum redued mobilities of the exesseletrons in inert gases, as well as the redued mobil-ities at the triple point, signi�antly exeed those atgaseous densities. This di�erene is espeially high forxenon, whih is the main objet of our onsideration. Inaddition, the maximum redued eletron mobilities ininert gases exeed those in metals of high ondutivity.Indeed, the redued eletron mobility KeNa is equal to2:9 and 3:1 in the units 1024 (m�V�s)�1 for opper andsilver respetively. We note that beause eletrons aredegenerate in these metals, a typial eletron veloitynear the Fermi surfae is muh greater than the ther-mal veloity of a free eletron. Therefore, although thespei� mobilities of an exess eletron in ondensed in-ert gases signi�antly exeed those in metals, the ratiosof the eletron free mean path to the distane betweennearest atoms (or the lattie onstant) have the sameorder of magnitude for both ondensed inert gases andmetals.Some theories [17�21℄ explain high mobility of anexess eletron by the Ramsauer e�et in eletron sat-tering on an individual atom, but suh approahes arejust models beause they are orret only for gases. Of1059 7*



E. B. Gordon, B. M. Smirnov ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 125, âûï. 5, 2004ourse, the gaseous approah for the eletron satteringis the simplest one, but it does not allow us to desribethe eletron behavior in a wide range of atomi num-ber densities with a small number of �tting parameters.The high mobility of an exess eletron in ondensedinert gases has a fundamental meaning beause it is anevidene of a weak interation between the eletron andthis matter at suh densities. In what follows, we on-sider just this range of the atom number densities or-responding to high values of the eletron mobility, andour task is to explain the nature of this phenomenon.Analyzing the properties of the total potential energythat ats on the eletron from a ondensed inert gas,we show that it varies in average from attration to re-pulsion, as the atomi number density inreases. Themaximum eletron mobility orresponds to the transi-tion from attration to repulsion, and we analyze theproblem of drift of an exess eletron in ondensed inertgases from this standpoint in what follows.The high mobility of exess eletrons orrespondsto a low resistane of ondensed inert gases at suhatom number densities if the exess eletrons propagatein this matter under the ation of an external eletri�eld. When the eletron energy reahes the thresholdof atom exitation, it is onsumed to formation of exi-tons; in this range of atom number densities, formationof exitons by eletron impat is an e�etive proess.But formation of autodetahment states may a�et thee�ieny and rate of exiton formation in ondensedinert gases. These autodetahment states are boundstates of exited and exess eletrons with the bindingenergy about 0.4 eV [22℄. Formation of autodetahmentstates of inert gas atoms impedes exitation of atoms,and we onsider this problem below.The high eletron mobility in ondensed inert gaseshas the fundamental meaning and an be applied fortransformation of the energy of an external eletri�eld into the energy of photons in the vauum ul-traviolet (VUV) spetrum range through exess ele-trons moving in ondensed inert gases. This method,whih requires the reation of a self-maintaining ele-tri disharge in ondensed inert gases, was suggestedin [23, 24℄ and was then experimentally proved forxenon [25�27℄. Beause the exited inert gas atomsare haraterized by a high exitation energy, suh amethod allows e�etively onverting the eletri energyinto radiation beause elasti sattering of eletrons isweak. This problem of energy onversion is analyzedin this paper in the ontext of the behavior of exesseletrons inside ondensed inert gases.

2. INTERACTION OF AN EXCESS ELECTRONIN CONDENSED INERT GASESThe peuliarity of ondensed inert gases is a smallbinding energy between atoms in omparison with typ-ial atomi energies. This implies that the interationbetween neighboring atoms in the solid and liquid in-ert gases is relatively small and allows us to use thesimilarity law for various parameters of dense and on-densed inert gases [28℄. The reason for this is that theparameters of inert gases are governed by pairwise in-terations of atoms, and the pair interation potentialsare known for inert gas atoms with a high (several per-ent) auray [29�32℄. The pair harater of the atominteration allows expressing some parameters of inertgases through the parameters of the interation poten-tial of two atoms and provides the validity of the salinglaws for various parameters of bulk inert gases. Rep-resenting the pair interation potential of two atomsin the form of a potential well, we use two intera-tion parameters, the depth D of this potential well,and the equilibrium interatomi distane Re that or-responds to the minimum of the interation potential.Table 2 gives some redued parameters of heavy inertgases [28℄ and on�rms the validity of the similarity lawfor them. Here, a is the lattie onstant, and all the in-ert gases have the fae-entered ubi lattie, Ttr is thetriple-point temperature, Vliq and Vsol are the spei�volumes per atom for the liquid and solid states respe-tively at the triple point, "sub is the sublimation energyper atom for the rystal at the triple point, �Hfus isthe fusion energy (the energy onsumed to melting) peratom, �Sfus is the entropy jump per atom at melting,and rW is the Wigner�Seitz radius for the liquid state.As follows from Table 2, the redued parameters arethe same for di�erent rare gases within the aurayof several perent. Hene, the bound systems of inertgas atoms have a simple nature and an be treated assystems of lassial bound atoms. We use this in thesubsequent analysis.Although saling is not valid for an eletron in on-densed inert gases, it is onvenient to express the re-dued parameters of an exess eletron, whih allows usto ompare the eletron parameters with those for theinteration of atoms. The number densities Nsol andNliq (where Nsol = 1=Vsol and Nliq = 1=Vliq) in Ta-ble 3 orrespond to the solid and liquid states of inertgases at the triple point, Nmax is the number densityin Table 1 at whih the zero-�eld eletron mobility hasthe maximum, N0 = R�3e , and N� = p2=(2r)3, wherer is the mean radius of the valene eletron in a given1060



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 125, âûï. 5, 2004 Proesses in ondensed inert gases : : :Table 2. Parameters of the interation potential of two idential atoms of inert gases (Re; D) and redued parametersof ondensed inert gases near the triple point [28℄Ar Kr Xe AverageRe, Å 3.76 4.01 4.36 �D, K 143 200 278 �a, Å 3.755 3.992 4.335 �a=Re 1.00 0.99 1.01 1:005� 0:013N0 = R�3e , 1022 m�3 1.88 1.55 1.21 �Ttr=D 0.587 0.578 0.570 0:579� 0:007ptrR3e=D, 10�3 1.9 1.7 1.7 1:9� 0:2Vliq=R3e 0.879 0.884 0.855 0:88� 0:02Vsol=R3e 0.77 0.76 0.74 0:76� 0:01"sub=D 6.5 6.7 6.7 6:5� 0:3�Hfus=D 0.990 0.980 0.977 0:98� 0:02�Sfus 1.69 1.70 1.71 1:68� 0:03rW =Re 0.639 0.641 0.627 0:64� 0:01Table 3. Redued parameters of an exess eletroninside ondensed inert gasesAr Kr XeNsol=N0 1.30 1.31 1.34Nliq=N0 1.13 1.13 1.17Nmax=N0 0.68 0.90 0.99N�=N0 2.05 1.54 1.38eV0="sub �3:8 �4:3 �4:9atom and the values of these radii are taken from [33�35℄. Hene, N� is the number density of balls of radiusr if these balls form the rystal lattie of lose paking.In aordane with the Pauli exhange interation, anexess eletron annot be loated inside atoms, and asfollows from the data in Table 3, the exluded volumefor loation of an exess eletron is omparable to thetotal volume inside ondensed inert gases at the triplepoint. As an be seen, the similarity law is not validfor N�=N0. In addition, the ratio Nliq=N� grows as wetransfer from Ar to Xe; this ratio expresses a typialpart of spae inside a liquid inert gas where an exesseletron may not be loated.We now onsider the problem of interation of anexess eletron inside a liquid inert gas from another

standpoint, analyzing the behavior of the potential en-ergy surfae for this eletron as the atom density in-reases starting from low values. At low atomi den-sities, when an eletron is loated in a gas, it inter-ats with individual atoms independently. In regionsbetween atoms far from them, the interation poten-tial is zero, and nonzero interation ours only nearregions oupied by atoms. On the basis of the Fermiformula [36℄, the interation potential between the ele-tron and atoms an be presented asU(r) =Xi 2�~2me LÆ(r�Ri); (1)where r is the eletron oordinate, Ri is the oordinateof the ith atom, and L is the eletron�atom satter-ing length. Beause the sattering length is negativefor Ar, Kr, and Xe, this interation potential orre-sponds to attration in regions where atoms are lo-ated. Therefore, the potential energy surfae onsistsof regions inside atoms with a sharp eletron repulsion,regions near eah atom with eletron attration, andregions between atoms with zero interation potential.The region between atoms with zero interation poten-tial shrinks as the number density of atoms inreases,and when the distane between the nearest neighborsis omparable with the eletron orbit size, the poten-tial energy surfae takes the form of wells and saddles,whih separate regions of individual atoms. This po-tential energy surfae resembles that desribing inter-1061



E. B. Gordon, B. M. Smirnov ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 125, âûï. 5, 2004ation of bound atoms in lusters [37, 38℄. In reality,attration orresponds only to an average interation ofan eletron of zero energy with an individual atom ina gas, and it leads to a red shift of spetral lines emit-ted by exited atoms loated in inert gases [39℄. Theexhange interation of a test eletron with eletronsof the inert gas atoms is aompanied by repulsion ifthis eletron penetrates an internal atom region ou-pied by other eletrons. The volume of repulsion neareah atom is approximately 1=N�, where the values ofN� are given in Table 3, and this implies that higheletron mobility is absent at high gas pressures.The interation potential between a test eletronand an individual inert gas atom an therefore be om-posed of repulsion at small distanes from the atomand attration at longer distanes, whih are of the or-der of the eletron sattering length. Correspondingly,the attration in the region of loation of individualatoms dominates in the interation potential of a testeletron with the system of inert gas atoms at low den-sities of atoms. Evidently, as the number density ofatoms inreases, the attration part of the interationpotential disappears, and therefore there is an atomidensity when the average interation potential beomeszero. This atomi density orresponds to the transitionfrom attration to repulsion for the total interationpotential, and the mobility of slow eletrons obtains amaximum, beause a typial energy di�erene betweenwells or hills in the potential energy beomes minimalat suh an atomi density. This eletron behavior isexpeted, however, if the eletron sattering length onan individual atom is negative, i.e., for Ar, Kr, Xe.Thus, there is a strong repulsion of an exess ele-tron in heavy inert gases near eah ore due to the ex-hange interation with internal atomi eletrons, anda test eletron does not penetrate the atom beauseof the Pauli exlusion priniple. An average eletroninteration with an individual atom orresponds to at-tration beause of a negative eletron�atom satteringlength. At intermediate atomi densities, these inter-ations ompensate eah other in average, and the ele-tron mobility has a maximum at suh densities. We areguided by the liquid state of ondensed inert gases, be-ause the order distribution of atoms is not of priniplefor the nature of this high eletron mobility. Therefore,the eletron mobilities for the solid and liquid states donot di�er in priniple, but this mehanism of high ele-tron mobility orresponds to a narrow density range,while high mobility of a solid inert gas an be observedin a wide range of atomi densities.

3. DRIFT AND MOBILITY OF AN EXCESSELECTRON IN HEAVY INERT GASESGuided by a range of high mobilities of an exesseletron in ondensed inert gases where the interationof this eletron with the environment is weak, we use agas approah for eletron sattering. Keeping in mindthat the potential energy surfae for an individual ele-tron onsists of wells and hills, and hills separate the a-tion of an individual ore, we use the gaseous approahfor the eletron sattering suh that eah ore is a sat-tering enter for an exess eletron. If the ross setionfor sattering on an individual ore is small omparedto the square atom size, we redue the problem of ele-tron motion inside a ondensed inert gas to satteringon individual ores, as it takes plae in gases. We notethat this model is valid only in the ase of a high ele-tron mobility in a ondensed system, if the eletroninteration with this system is weak.In the ase of eletron motion in a gas, when a testeletron is sattered subsequently on individual atoms,the zero-�eld eletron mobility Ke is given by [40, 41℄Ke = e3me � 1v2 ddv �v3� �� ; (2)where me is the eletron mass, v is the eletron velo-ity, averaging is taken over the distribution of eletronswith respet to veloities, � = Nv�� is the rate of theeletron�atom sattering, with N being the atom num-ber density, and �� is the di�usion ross setion of theeletron�atom elasti sattering. For simpliity, we be-low onsider the ase where the ross setion is inde-pendent of the ollision veloity and formula (2) takesthe form [40, 41℄Ke = 0:53 e�pmeT ; or KeN = 0:53 e��pmeT ; (3)where � = (N��)�1 is the mean free path of the ele-tron in a gas and T is the temperature. This onne-tion of the redued eletron mobility and the satteringross setion allows us to express the di�usion ross se-tion �� of the eletron�atom sattering in a gas throughthe redued mobility, whih is given by�� = 0:5pmeTKeN : (4)In partiular, applying this gas model to gaseous xenonand using the experimental values [7℄ of the reduedmobility KeN = 3 � 1022 (m � V � s)�1 at the tem-perature T = 236 K, we obtain from formula (4) thedi�usion ross setion �� = 52Å2 at this temperature.We introdue the ritial number density of atoms Nr1062



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 125, âûï. 5, 2004 Proesses in ondensed inert gases : : :Table 4. Parameters of the gas model for drift of anexess eletron in liquid rare gases [16℄Ar Kr Xe�tr=�a2tr 0.012 0.005 0.005�max=�a2max 0.004 0.002 0.002�tr=atr 65 150 170�max=amax 200 450 480that haraterizes the transition from the gaseous sys-tem to the ondensed one and orresponds to the rela-tion �� = �r2W , where rW is the Wigner�Seitz radius(�r2W = 2:3 �10�15 m2 for liquid xenon). Aording toformula (4), the ritial number density isNr = 3p�4 (��)3=2 ; (5)and it is equal to Nr = 4 � 1021 m�3 for xenon. Thisis the transient gas�liquid number density for xenon.We treat the density range of the maximum ele-tron mobility in xenon on the basis of the gas model.Taking the maximum zero-�eld eletron mobility fromTable 1 (KeN = 7:2�1025 (m�V�s)�1 at the atom num-ber density Nmax = 1:2 � 1022 m�3), we obtain on thebasis of formula (4) that �� = 1:4 � 10�18 m2, whih issmall in omparison with �r2W = 2:3 � 10�15 m2, andhene the gas model is appliable in this ase. Thusomposing eletron sattering in a ondensed inert gasat the atomi density of the maximum eletron mobil-ity as a result of the eletron interation with smallindependent satterers loated on atom ores, we useformula (4) to �nd the di�usion ross setions for ele-tron sattering �max and �tr that orrespond to theatom number densities Nmax and Ntr (see Table 1).These ross setions are given in Table 4 [16℄, whereatr and amax are the distanes between nearest neigh-bors at these atomi densities, and �max and �tr arethe eletron mean free paths for these densities. As anbe seen, the gas approah is valid beause the e�etiveross setions are relatively small, whereas the meanfree paths for eletrons are relatively large.We onsider the data in Table 1 from another stand-point, omposing the potential energy surfae for anexess eletron in the form of wells and hills near eahore, if the well depth is relatively small. We take theinteration potential of the eletron with eah atomienter in the formU(r) = �U0 exp�� r2a2� ; a � rW ; (6)

where r is the distane from the atom enter, a is therange of atomi fores, and rW is the Wigner�Seitz ra-dius for the ondensed system. The eletron satteringon an individual enter is weak if U0 � ", where " isthe eletron energy. We an then use the perturbationtheory for eletron sattering. This amounts to theBorn approximation, and the di�erential ross setionof the eletron sattering on an individual enter in theBorn approximation for the interation eletron�orepotential (6) is [42℄d� = �a24 �meU0a2~2 �2 exp��K2a22 � d
; (7)where K = 2q sin(�=2)is the variation of the eletron wave vetor as a resultof sattering, � is the sattering angle, q is the initialeletron wave vetor, andd
 = �d os �is the solid angle element. From this, we have the di�u-sion ross setion of elasti sattering on eah satteredenter given by �� = �2a216 �U0" �2 : (8)This onsideration is valid for U0 � ", i.e., in the rangeof parameters where the eletron mobility is high in aondensed system. In the ase of xenon at the atomidensity of the maximum eletron mobility, we obtainU0=" = 0:05 if a = rW in the interation potential (6).Thus, from di�erent standpoints, we obtain that theinteration of an exess eletron with environment isrelatively weak at the atomi densities where the ele-tron mobility has the maximum and the di�usion rosssetion of the eletron on eah ore is also relativelysmall.As follows from the above analysis, the gas modelan be valid for the mobility of an exess eletron inondensed inert gases in some range of atomi densi-ties. This means that in the ase where we omposethe potential energy surfae for an individual eletroninside a ondensed inert gas in the form of wells andhills, the amplitude of the eletron sattering on an in-dividual well or hill is less than the distane betweenthe nearest neighboring atoms. We an also use anotherriterion of the gas model validity, the ondition thatthe eletron mean free path in a ondensed inert gasis large ompared to the distane between neighboring1063



E. B. Gordon, B. M. Smirnov ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 125, âûï. 5, 2004atoms. This allows us to use the gas model for ele-tron sattering, aording to whih an eletron is sat-tered independently on neighboring nonuniformities ofthe potential energy surfae. This leads to the lassialtheory of eletron kinetis in gases in an external ele-tri �eld in this ase of an exess eletron in ondensedinert gases. This theory was elaborated for kinetis ofeletrons in semiondutors and gases [44�50℄. It is rep-resented in ontemporary books [41, 51, 52℄, and we usethis theory below for exitation of atoms in ondensedinert gases.Although the riterion of weakness of the intera-tion of an exess eletron in ondensed inert gases athigh eletron mobilities is ful�lled as well as the rite-rion of the gas approah for propagation of an exesseletron, the harater of eletron motion is more om-plex in reality. Indeed, due to the exhange interationof an exess eletron with atomi eletrons, an exesseletron annot penetrate the atoms. Hene, if we on-sider eletron sattering on atomi ores to be indepen-dent, the ross setion of sattering on eah ore is ofthe order of the atomi radius squared, whih signi�-antly exeeds the values in Table 4 that follow fromthe mobility data. Therefore, a large mean free pathfor eletrons inside liquid inert gases may be explainedby olletive e�ets in simultaneous eletron satteringon several ores, and the above gas model has a qual-itative harater. Nevertheless, we use the above gasmodel for the eletron sattering in liquid inert gases asa result of the interation with independent satterersbeause of its simpliity.4. EXCITATIONS IN CONDENSED INERTGASES BY ELECTRONS DRIFTING IN ANEXTERNAL ELECTRIC FIELDIn analyzing the eletron behavior in a gas of inde-pendent satterers, we use the lassial theory [44�50℄of eletron motion in gases under the ation of an ex-ternal eletri �eld. The basis of this theory is a smallhange of the eletron energy at a remarkable hange ofthe eletron momentum as a result of elasti eletron�atom sattering beause of a small ratio of the eletronand atom masses. This allows us to expand the veloitydistribution funtion of the eletron f(v) over spherialharmonis, and this distribution funtion has the formf(v) = f0(v) + vxf1(v); (9)where vx is the eletron veloity omponent along theeletri �eld, and vf1(v) � f0(v) aording to the ba-si onept. Although the antisymmetri part of the

distribution funtion f1(v) is small, it is of importanebeause the eletri �eld ats on eletrons through thisomponent of the distribution funtion. The set ofequations for the distribution funtion in the ase ofonly the elasti eletron�atom sattering and in ne-gleting inelasti proesses has the form (see, e.g., [51℄)adf0dv = ��vf1; a3v2 ddv (v3f1) = Iea(f0) (10)in the stationary ase, where a = eE=me, E is theeletri �eld strength, � = Nv�(v) is the rate of ele-tron ollisions with atoms, and Iea(f) is the eletron�atom ollision integral. This implies a general expres-sion (2) for the eletron mobility, where the average istaken over the spherial omponent f0 of the distribu-tion funtion.We onsider the simplest ase where �(v) � 1=vand the rate � is independent of v. We then obtain theexpressionsf0(") � exp�� "Te� ; w = a� = eEme� ;Te = T + Ma23�2 ; (11)where " is the eletron energy (whih is to be usedalong with the eletron veloity) and T is the gas tem-perature. We note that we ignore ollisions betweeneletrons, and the parameter Te does not orrespond tothe de�nition of the eletron temperature, but oinideswith it in the expression for distribution funtion (11).The drift veloity is proportional to the eletri �eldstrength, and this dependene relates to liquid xenonas long as inelasti ollisions are weak [53℄. Hene, thissimple dependene �(v) desribes the eletron behav-ior in liquid xenon. On the ontrary, the eletron be-havior in gaseous xenon is more omplex beause ofa nonmonotoni veloity dependene for the eletron�atom ross setion due to the Ramsauer e�et. Suha dependene leads to the maximum of the eletronmobility as a funtion of the eletri �eld strength [7℄,whih also follows from detailed alulations [54℄ forgaseous xenon. Below, we use the simplest dependene�(v) � 1=v for the analysis of eletron kinetis in liquidxenon.Inluding exitation of atoms by eletron impatinto onsideration and assuming that above the exi-tation threshold �", the eletron loses the energy byatom exitation, we obtain that the distribution fun-tion is zero at the exitation threshold f0(�") = 0.This gives the energy distribution funtion f0(") of anexess eletron [55℄ in the formf0(") = ( C ['0(")� '0(�")℄ " � �";0; " � �"; (12)1064



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 125, âûï. 5, 2004 Proesses in ondensed inert gases : : :where C is the normalization onstant and '0(") isgiven by formula (11),'0(") = exp�� "Te� : (13)In the regime under onsideration, the drift veloityis proportional to the eletri �eld strength E even athigh �elds, and the parameter Te � E2 at high �elds,while the average eletron energy is restrited by thevalue (3=7)�" in the limit of high eletri �elds. In thisregime, eletrons aquire energy from the external �eldand spend it in elasti ollisions with atoms. When aneletron reahes the exitation energy �", a formingexited atom emits a photon. The eletron energy be-omes zero after atom exitation, and the proess ofthe inrease of the eletron energy repeats. Therefore,the rate of atom exitation is determined by the �uxin the energy spae, and on the basis of the indiatedenergy balane, we have the rate of atom exitationgiven by [16℄dN�dt = 4p� ��"Te �3=2NemeM � exp���"Te � ;T � Te � �"; (14)where N� is the number density of exited atoms, Ne isthe number density of exess eletrons, and �" is theatom exitation energy.We now �nd the portion  of the power aquiredby the eletrons from the external eletri �eld andspent to atom exitation. We assume that the poweraquired from the �eld is transformed below the exi-tation threshold mostly into the atom thermal energyas a result of elasti ollisions between eletrons andatoms, and this power per one eletron is eEw, wherew is the eletron drift veloity. From formula (14), wethen have = �"dN�dteEwNe = 43p� ��"Te �3=2 exp���"Te � ;T � Te � �"; (15)where Te = Ma23�2 = Mw23is the e�etive eletron temperature. Figure 2 givesthe dependene of the e�ieny of atom exitation on the eletron energy " = 3Te=2 under these ondi-tions [16℄. Formally, this expression has a maximum atTe = 2�"=5, where � = 0:61, but beause " � 3�"=7,the above onsideration is valid below this limit. It fol-lows from (15) that the transformation e�ieny  issigni�ant even at low values of Te=�".
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E. B. Gordon, B. M. Smirnov ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 125, âûï. 5, 2004Table 5. Parameters of the lowest resonantly exited states of inert gas atoms [16, 56℄Atom (state) �", eV J�, eV � , ns kq ,10�9 m3=s 1=kq� ,1016 m�3 kel,10�8 m3=s (me=M)kel,10�14 m3=sAr (1s2) 11.62 4.14 10 0.82 12 0.15 2.0Ar (1s4) 11.83 3.93 2 3.9 13Kr (1s2) 10.03 3.97 3.5 3.9 7.3 2.8 18Kr (1s4) 10.64 3.36 3.2 3.5 8.9Xe (1s2) 8.44 3.69 3.6 7.0 4.0 10 43Xe (1s4) 9.57 3.43 3.5 4.6 6.2kq � meM ��"Te �3=2 kel (17)is satis�ed, where the rate onstant of the elastieletron�atom sattering is introdued as kel = �=Na.Using the gas model for elasti sattering of eletronson atoms, we take the quenhing rate onstants foreletron�atom ollisions and radiative times of exitedatoms in a ondensed inert gas to be lose to those in agas, whereas the rate onstants for the elasti eletronsattering are muh less in ondensed state. This meansthat riterion (17) is even more valid for ondensed in-ert gases than for their gaseous phase. In addition, thisleads to a high e�ieny of transformation of the ele-tri �eld energy into exitations in eletroni exitationfor ondensed inert gases.We note [57℄ that in spite of the simpliity of on-densed inert gases as a system of bound atoms in theground state (see Table 2), elementary exitations inthis system � exitons � have a omplex struture.One more peuliarity of exitons in ondensed inertgases in omparison with exitations in a gaseous sys-tem is due to the interation of an exited atom withthe environment. In gases, exited atoms are formedas a result of the eletron impat, and these exitedatoms emit radiation. In ondensed inert gases, an ex-ited atom is transformed very fast into a diatomi ex-imer moleule and lives in suh a form. Therefore,radiation of a ondensed inert gas is haraterized by abroad band for a quasimoleular exiton, and lumines-ene is shifted to the red side in omparison with thespetral line of atom emission, and one an expet theluminesene quantum yield to be lose to unity.There are two types of quasimoleular exitons de-pending on the total spin of an exited eletron and theore. Beause the eletron spin is zero for the groundstate, the radiative time of an exiton with the total

spin one is muh greater than the radiative time of anexiton with zero total spin [58℄. This fat is taken intoaount in the analysis of exiton kinetis.5. ROLE OF AUTODETACHING STATES INGENERATION OF EXCITONSBeause of a weak eletron�atom interation in on-densed inert gases for atomi densities of high eletronmobility, an exess eletron experienes a weak fritionwhen it is drifting in an external eletri �eld. There-fore, the e�ieny is high for onversion of the eletronenergy obtained from the �eld into exitation of atoms.But this weak eletron�matter interation is the reasonof a heightened role of autodetahing states in forma-tion of exitons. We onsider this problem in whatfollows.Exitation and deay of autodetahing states in theourse of motion of an exess eletron in ondensed in-ert gases proeeds aording to the shemee+A! �A���� ; (18)where A is the inert gas atom. The parameters of au-todetahing states (A�)�� of inert gas negative ionsare analogous to those of H�(2s2) [59℄, where the au-todetahing state is plaed about 0.4 eV lower thanthe atom exitation energy, and the lifetime of theseautodetahing states is approximately 10�14�10�13 s.Beause a typial time of the radiative deay of an ionistate through the emission of a UV photon is about10�9�10�8 s, its probability to our during the deayof an autodetahing state is small. But this proessan be repeated, and the proess of photon emissionthrough hannel (18) may be remarkable. If hannel(18) is realized, the spetrum of radiation is hara-1066



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 125, âûï. 5, 2004 Proesses in ondensed inert gases : : :terized by longer wavelengths than that from A� butshorter than from A�2 [22℄.Eletron apture in an autodetahing state leads toan additional derease of the eletron distribution fun-tion, and the apture ross setion �res is given by theBreight�Wigner formula [42℄�res = �~22me" �2("� "res)2 + �2=4 ; (19)where � is the width of the autodetahing level and "resis the eletron energy for this resonane. We �rst deter-mine a derease of the energy distribution funtion ofeletrons formally, onsidering eletron apture on theautodetahing level as the elasti eletron sattering.We an then represent the ross setion of the eletron�atom elasti sattering as the sum of two parts,� = �0 + �res; (20)where �0 smoothly depends on the eletron energy and�res is the resonant part of the elasti ross setion.Restriting to the Druyvesteyn ase of the eletron dis-tribution funtion [44℄, where a typial eletron energysigni�antly exeeds the thermal energy of atoms, weobtain that instead of formula (12), the distributionfuntion is given by'0(") = exp0�� "Z d"�Ma23�2 ��11A : (21)If we assume the rate of elasti eletron�atom satter-ing � to be independent of the eletron energy, formula(19) is transformed in formula (12) in negleting theresonant part of eletron sattering.The harater of the eletron interation with anautodetahing state onsists in the eletron apture onthis level and in the subsequent deay of the resonanelevel, whih an lead to a hange of the diretion of theeletron veloity. Thus, the apture of an eletron onthe resonane level is similar to elasti sattering of theeletron with a hange of the diretion of its motion.Assuming that �res � �0 at the resonane, we �nd thatformation of the autodetahing state under the aboveonsideration leads to a jump in the exponent (19), andthis jump is equal to� = "Z d"�Ma23�2res��1 ; (22)where �res = Nv�res, whih implies that above theresonane, the distribution funtion aquires the fatorexp(��). This means that distribution funtion (13) istransformed to the form'0(") = exp�� "Te� ; " < "res;

'0(") = exp�� "Te � �� ; " > "res:Under the assumption that the rate � of the eletron�atom sattering is independent of ", the exponent isgiven by� = Z 3d"Ma2 (Nv�res)2 = 3��4Ma2 (Nkres)2; (23)where kres = 4�~2vres ; vres =r2"resme : (24)In partiular, for "res = 8 eV (xenon), we obtainkres = 1:4 � 10�7 m3=s and this estimate is valid forboth gaseous and ondensed states when the gas modelis appliable.Thus, the role of the autodetahing level in ele-tron kinetis is governed by exponent (23). Takingkel = �=Na, where kel is the rate onstant of the elas-ti eletron�atom sattering aside the resonane, weobtain � = ��4Te �kreskel �2 : (25)Using formula (25) for estimate in gaseous and on-densed xenon, we take � � 0:01 eV, Te � 3 eV,"res � 8 eV, and the value of kel from Table 5. Thisgives � � 0:005 for gaseous xenon, i.e., autodetahingstates do not a�et the eletron distribution funtionthere. Applying the gas model to ondensed xenon,we an evaluate the rate onstant of the eletron�atomsattering from the known zero-�eld mobility of ele-trons as kel = 2:4 � 10�11 m3=s at the number densityorresponding to the mobility maximum. Substitutingthis small rate onstant in (25), we obtain � � 105.Thus, as supposed in [22℄, formation of autodetahingstates is not essential for exitation of atoms in gaseseven at high atomi densities. But it may be importantin ondensed inert gases at densities where the eletronmobility is high.The autodetahing states are of importane in ele-tron kinetis and atom exitation if � � 1, and wedetermine this limit below. The probability dw(") ofthe eletron energy to be in a range from " to " + d"after the deay of an autodetahing state aording toformula (19) is given bydw = ds�(1 + s2) ; s = 2("� "res)� : (26)We suppose that autodetahing is not essential if�res � �0, i.e., if s2 � s20 = 2�~2me"res�0 ; (27)1067



E. B. Gordon, B. M. Smirnov ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 125, âûï. 5, 2004and the probability w that s � s0, when the autode-tahing state an be ignored, is equal tow = 1Zs0 dw = 1�s0 : (28)In partiular, for xenon at the atomi number density ofthe maximum eletron mobility, we have s0 � 14. Thepresene of an autodetahing state therefore ats as abarrier in kinetis of eletrons in the spae of eletronenergy. In the ase of xenon, the probability to passthrough this barrier is approximately 0:02. Of ourse,this dereases the e�ieny of transformation of theenergy of the external eletri �eld into the energy ofemitting photons through eletrons that exite atomsin ondensed inert gases.This e�et dereases the e�ieny  of transforma-tion of the eletri �eld energy into the energy of VUVphotons beause it leads to a drop of the distributionfuntion. But in the limitTe � �"� "res; (29)this in�uene on the e�ieny oe�ient  is small ifthe riterion wkq � meM ��"Te �3=2 kel (30)is satis�ed instead of riterion (17). Indeed, beause�"�"res � 0:4 eV, riterion (29) is valid if the e�ieny is not small. Next, both the in�uene of eletron ap-ture in the autodetahing state and the atom exitationlead to a derease of the distribution funtion, but be-ause these e�ets are not separated, all the fast ele-trons spend their energy to the exitation of atoms dueto riterion (30). Thus, although autodetahing statesa�et the e�ieny of exiton prodution by driftingthe exess eletrons in ondensed inert gases, this isevidently not essential at optimal atomi densities. Anindiret on�rmation of this is the e�ieny of 18%for onversion of the eletri energy into VUV radia-tion that is observed in solid xenon [26, 27℄. Formula(15) gives this value at Te = 2:5 eV (�"=Te = 3:2).Beause of high e�ieny, it is pro�table to reatea self-maintaining eletri disharge in ondensed in-ert gases for generation of VUV photons, as suggestedin [23, 24℄. Suh an emission was observed in liquidxenon [25℄ in the form of a broad line near the en-tral wavelength of 175 nm when eletrons were driftedfrom a old �eld-emission athode at moderate eletri�eld strengths. Generation of VUV photons in solidxenon was ahieved in experiments [26, 27℄. As fol-lows from the above analysis, the energy distribution

funtion of the exess eletrons is zero at eletron en-ergies above the exitation threshold, and hene thediret ionization of atoms by eletron impat is impos-sible in ondensed inert gases. In addition, the numberdensity of the exess eletrons is relatively small, andstepwise ionization does not proeed in ondensed in-ert gases. Therefore, to support a disharge, ionizationproesses are required outside a ondensed inert gas. Inpartiular, within the framework of the experimentalsheme in [26, 27℄, a photoathode is plaed near solidxenon, and seondary eletrons are formed as a resultof absorption of VUV photons by the photoathode. Agap �lled with a gaseous xenon allows one to avoid theself-di�usion e�et that dereases the probability of theeletron entering a media in the ase of a diret ontatof the photoathode with ondensed matter by severalorders of magnitude [60℄. In solid xenon of 1 mm thik-ness at the eletri tension of 1 kV, approximately 20photons may be formed per one eletron. As a result,a self-maintaining disharge is reated in this sheme.We now make some evaluations for this sheme witha layer of ondensed xenon and a layer of gaseous xenonthat are governed separately beause of using a grid.For de�niteness, we take xenon at the triple point, suhthat the temperature is equal to 163 K and the pres-sure of gaseous xenon is 0.8 atm, whih orrespondsto the number density of xenon atoms approximately4 � 1019 m�3. Taking the harateristi energy in liq-uid xenon about 3 eV, whih provides the e�ienyof onversion of the eletri energy into VUV radiationabout 20%, we obtain the eletri �eld strength for liq-uid xenon approximately 100 V/m. After passing theliquid layer, eah eletron reates 5 VUV photons per1 m of its way. The drift veloity of eletrons in liq-uid xenon is 2 �105 m/s under these onditions. In thegaseous layer, the average energy 2 eV is attained at theredued eletri �eld strength E=N � 1 Td [54℄, whihorresponds to 400 V/m. We note that the number kof forming eletrons per eletron in a ondensed inertgas is equal to k = El�" ; (31)where l is the layer thikness. Therefore, it is prof-itable to inrease the eletri �eld strength in a layer ofa ondensed inert gas. This is not valid for a gaseouslayer, beause along with exitation proesses, diretionization of atoms by eletron impat proeeds, whihrestrits both the layer thikness and the eletri �eldstrength. The total eletri urrent density is limitedby heat transport proesses, and this value is measuredin �A/m2.On the basis of the experiene of experimental1068



ÆÝÒÔ, òîì 125, âûï. 5, 2004 Proesses in ondensed inert gases : : :study [25�27℄ and from the above analysis, one an sim-plify the sheme of a self-maintaining eletri dishargein a ondensed inert gas and improve the disharge pa-rameters if the eletri disharge is a generator of VUVradiation. First, a CsI photoathode is useful for thisgoal, beause its e�ieny for the eletron emission isalmost 3 orders of magnitude higher at � = 172 nmthan that for a zin photoathode [60℄ that was used inexperiments [26, 27℄. Seond, it is onvenient to applyan alternating voltage to a layer from ondensed inertgases. In this manner, using a suitable frequeny of theeletri �eld (f � 1 MHz), one an inrease the paththat an eletron passes in a layer. As a result, in alayer of a thikness of several mm, an eletron passesthe path of several meters. Next, beause of the in-rease of the eletron lifetime in a disharge, stepwiseionization proesses may be important, inreasing theeletron number density. This allows improving theparameters of a self-maintaining eletri disharge.6. CONCLUSIONSHigh eletron mobility is observed in heavy on-densed inert gases (Ar, Kr, Xe) in a narrow range ofatomi densities. A widespread explanation of this ef-fet [17�21℄ by the Ramsauer e�et in the eletron sat-tering on an individual atom is not orret beause of alarge distane of the eletron�atom sattering in om-parison with the distane between neighboring atomsat these atomi densities. We have shown that the na-ture of high eletron mobility is onneted with thetransition from an attrating interation potential to arepulsing one between an exess eletron and the atomensemble. High eletron mobility is aompanied byweak eletron interation with atoms of a ondensedinert gas, whih allows us to use the gaseous model foreletron sattering inside this system. In reality, ele-tron sattering in ondensed inert gases is not reduedto sattering on individual ores, i.e., olletive e�etsare important in these proesses. Therefore, a quanti-tative desription is used in experimental results, andthe parameters orresponding to the eletron mobilitymaximum do not admit a similarity law for di�erent in-ert gases. In addition, the analysis of eletron kinetisin ondensed inert gases in external �elds shows thatproesses of formation of autodetahing states lead toa derease of the eletron energy distribution funtionwith the inrease of the eletron energy. Nevertheless,formation of autodetahing states may be not essentialfor the transformation of the eletri �eld energy intovauum ultraviolet radiation if a ondensed inert gas istransparent for the eletron drift.The results of this analysis an be used for reation
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